Advantages of Leasing Equipment
The primary advantage of leasing forklift equipment from LLFC is that it allows you to
acquire assets with minimal initial expenditures. Because equipment leases with us rarely require
a down payment, you can obtain the equipment you need without significantly affecting your
cash flow.
Another financial benefit of leasing equipment is that your lease payments can usually be
deducted as business expenses on your tax return, reducing the net cost of your lease and
ownership of your equipment. In addition, leases have more flexible terms than loans for buying
equipment. Furthermore, LLFC has an advantage over dealers that use big banks and creditors
since we are a small niche leasing company that only deals with material handling goods, is local
and lastly specializes in the resale of equipment. All of this means superior customer service and
can offer you the best rates, GUARANTEED!
If you have older unreliable equipment we will buy out your equipment and replace it
with new equipment to fulfill your needs. No more unexpected breakdowns, unknown costs and
down time in production due to old equipment. Keep on schedule with your shipping and
receiving schedules with one fixed price that can be budgeted for the duration of your lease!

Businesses often prefer leasing equipment to buying because of the flexibility it offers. If
a business buys a piece of equipment, it owns it and must either deal with trying to sell it or the
danger of it becoming obsolete. If equipment is leased, the business has the option of purchasing
it outright, extending the lease or simply returning it at the end of the lease.

Buying equipment outright requires either a significant outlay of cash or obtaining a loan
from a bank, which generally consists of a down payment of a percentage of the purchase price,
followed by monthly payments until the loan is paid off after which the business owns the
equipment. Leasing often requires no down payment, and monthly payments that are often
significantly less than a loan. The equipment can be returned if it's no longer needed at the end of
a lease.

